From the Zannes alpine pasture in Val di Funes/Villnöß to Sass Putia (2,875 m)
Itinerary:
From the parking area of the Zannes alpine pasture/Zanser Alm (1,680 m) enter the valley along a carriage road up to
Ciancenon/Tschantschenon. After the bridge, go through the downhill winding turns (trail sign 35) up to the Gampen
Malga refuge (2,062). After the meadow, the trail climbs along the rocky slope to the Genova di Poma/Schlüterhütte
refuge (2,297 m - 1 h 45 min.). From there it continues up to the north following the path marked with trail sign 4 to the
Poma pass/Kreuzbergsattel. After crossing the grassy slopes the path leads to Forcella Putia/Peitlerscharte (2,357 m 45 min.). The climb continues along the steep south-eastern side up to a rocky gorge and along winding turns reaches
the flat saddle close to the steep summit (2,765 m - 1 h). The trail, crossing a slope of detritus, reaches the peak at Sass
Putia (2,875 m - 30 min.). To go down, return along the uphill trail to the Genova refuge and then to the Zannes parking
area (3 h).
Time: 7 h

Length: 2 x 8 km
Height difference: 1.200 m

Villnöß: at the Rodella/Halsl Pass via Munt
Itinerary:
trail sign no. 11) from S. Pietro to the Vikoler chapel and then, along the road, to the Neu-Jonis Refuge and to the
Putzerhof farmstead. A trail passes in front of the farmstead that turns to the right (no. 11), leads to the Palua/Plauer
River and then rises to the Russis Cross/Russis Kreuz passing the Kaserboden mountain pasture. From there it
continues always along the road, that rises slightly to the Rodella/Halsl Pass (watershed between Eores and Luson) and
to Passo delle Erbe/Würzjoch. An alternative to the road: after the bridge over the Russis River, take the right trail that
enters the forest above the escarpment and reaches the Rodella Pass.
Time: about 3 h

Refreshments: Neu-Jonis Refuge and the Passo delle Erbe Refuge

